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Abstract— The large amounts of bandwidth available in the
millimeter (mm) wave band enable multiGigabit wireless net-
works with applications ranging from indoor multimedia net -
working to outdoor backhaul for picocellular networks. Car rier
wavelengths in this band are an order of magnitude smaller
than those for existing cellular and WiFi systems, resulting in
a drastically different propagation geometry. Omnidirectional
transmission is essentially infeasible because of the increased
propagation loss at smaller wavelengths; on the other hand,
highly directive transmission and reception with electronically
steerable beams can be achieved using compact antenna arrays.
Thus, in contrast to the rich scattering environment at lower
carrier frequencies, a small number of paths are dominant for
directional mm wave links. The small wavelength also implies that
spatial multiplexing gains can be obtained even in Line of Sight
(LoS), or more generally, sparse scattering, environmentswith
antennas with moderate separation. In this paper, we examine the
consequences of these observations for two scenarios. The first is a
lamppost-based outdoor deployment, where we model fading due
to ground and wall reflections, and examine MIMO techniques
for combating fading. The second is for spatial multiplexing for
an indoor link, where we model the number of eigenmodes as a
function of form factor, and examine the effect of blockage.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave communication corresponds to the next
big leap in wireless technology. The large amounts of unli-
censed and semi-unlicensed spectrum in this band (especially
the 7 GHz of unlicensed bandwidth in the 60 GHz band),
together with the development of low-cost silicon realizations
of mm wave radio frequency integrated circuits, imply that
commercially viable multiGigabit wireless technology is now
within reach. The carrier wavelengths in this band are an
order of magnitude smaller than those in existing cellular and
WiFi networks. As a result, the propagation and interference
characteristics are drastically different from our current expe-
rience in wireless network design, and demand new models
and design approaches, both at the physical and higher layers.
Our purpose in this paper is to highlight how mm wave
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) channels differ from
their counterparts at lower carrier frequencies. To this end, we
investigate channel models for two scenarios. The first is for a
typical link in a lamppost-based outdoor deployment (e.g.,for
a mesh backhaul), where we model fading due to ground and
wall reflections, and examine MIMO techniques for combating
fading. The second is for spatial multiplexing for an indoor
link (e.g., for streaming high-definition television from aset-
top box to a television set), where we model the number of
eigenmodes as a function of form factor, and examine the
effect of blockage.

Fig. 1. The two scenarios examined include (a) a lamppost-based backhaul
deployment and (b) an indoor mm-wave MIMO link.

A. Consequences of smallλ

We begin with some comments on the consequences of a
small carrier wavelength. The Friis formula for free space
propagation implies that the path gain scales asλ2GT GR,
where λ denotes the carrier wavelength,GT denotes the
transmit antenna directivity, andGR denotes the receive an-
tenna directivity. For fixed antenna directivities, therefore, the
propagation at 60 GHz is 21 dB worse than that at 5 GHz.
Since it is more difficult to generate power at 60 GHz than at
5 GHz, omnidirectional transmission is essentially infeasible
for mm wave links. Fortunately, it is also a consequence
of the small wavelength that it is easier to realize highly
directive antennas: for a given effective area (which depends
on form factor), the directivity scales as1λ2 . Thus, if we
fix the effective area (which essentially scales with the form
factor), the overall path gain scales asλ2GT GR ∼ 1

λ2 , so
that 60 GHz becomes 21 dB better than 5 GHz. Electronically
steerable arrays of compact printed circuit antennas (again, the
compactness is a consequence of the small wavelength) can
be used for realizing such directional links without requiring
manual pointing. As a consequence of this directivity, the
multipath environment at 60 GHz is much sparser than at
lower carrier frequencies (many potential paths fall outside
the beamwidth of the transmit or receive antenna).

While antenna directivity leads to a sparser multipath chan-
nel, another consequence of the small wavelength is that
it becomes possible to obtain a high rank MIMO channel
by using multiple antennas spaced several wavelengths apart
(each such antenna can be a steerable array), while still keep-
ing the node form factor compact. Thus, spatial multiplexing
can be achieved even in a line of sight (LoS) environment,
rather than requiring a rich scattering environment as at lower



carrier frequencies. Yet another consequence of the small
wavelength is susceptibility to blockage: obstacles such as
humans look much bigger at 60 GHz than at 5 GHz. Burning
through such obstacles is not a viable option (the loss due to
blockage by a human can be as much as 30 dB). Thus, any
60 GHz network must have some means of avoiding, steering
around, or otherwise adapting to, obstacles. This issue is most
significant for indoor applications.

Finally, we make the general comment that the small carrier
wavelength implies that small changes in the propagation ge-
ometry can produce drastic changes in the space-time channel.

B. Two Case Studies

In this paper, we consolidate results reported in two of our
recent publications [1], [2], demonstrating the effectiveness of
ray tracing for modeling the relatively sparse multipath for 60
GHz channels.

We first consider an outdoor link whose propagation geom-
etry corresponds to a lamppost-style deployment [1]. We show
that, for the directivities considered, the channel is dominated
by a relatively small number of paths, corresponding to ground
and wall reflections, but that small changes in ranges and
heights can lead to severe fading. We also show, however, that
the diversity provided by two appopriately spaced antennas
(each of which may be a steerable array) suffices to combat
such fading.

The second scenario [2] is an indoor link between two
devices whose form factors correspond to typical electronic
devices such as set-top boxes, television sets and laptops.We
first note that spatial multiplexing is available even in LoS
environments when antennas are separated by distances of
the order of centimeters, since these correspond to several
wavelengths (again, each of these antennas would typically
be an electronically steerable antenna array); this is an old
result, but becomes particularly relevant at small wavelengths.
We then explore the limiting number of eigenmodes as a
function of form factor, and show that the capacity fluctuates
significantly as a function of geometry when taking into
account reflections and blockage.

C. Related Work

Outdoor channel models for a city street environment, with
omnidirectional antennas at 2 GHz, have been investigated
in [3], [4]. However, the channel characteristics for highly
directional 60 GHz links differ significantly from such mod-
els. 60 GHz mesh networks have been investigated in [5],
[6], where it is shown that the design of medium access
control protocols must be rethought, in order to account for
the deafness and reduced interference due to directionality.
However, these studies did not account for the fading caused
by reflections, which is the focus of our first case study.

The capacity of an indoor 60 GHz MIMO link was previ-
ously studied in [14]. The authors considered relatively small
inter-antenna spacings (2λ, whereλ is the carrier wavelength)
whereas in this work, we leverage prior results showing thata
larger antenna separation (i.e. on the order of

√
Rλ, whereR

is link distance) is optimal for achieving spatial multiplexing
gains over a LoS channel [15]. Additionally, greater emphasis
is placed on illustrating link performance as a function of node
position within the environment.

II. M ODELING AN OUTDOOR “L OS” LINK

In an outdoor urban environment, we characterize the re-
ceived signal power and the channel capacity of a SISO system
and a2× 2 MIMO system using a ray-traced channel model.
It is demonstrated that the2×2 MIMO system achieves robust
performance, solving one of the fundamental issues of building
an outdoor millimeter wave network.

A. Outdoor channel model and properties

1) Environment geometry:We consider a typical link for
a lamppost-based deployment, with transmitter and receiver
placed on lampposts located on one side of a straight road. It
is assumed that there are buildings higher than the lampposts
along the street, which contribute to multipath reflections. This
assumption corresponds to a worst-case scenario: the absence
of the high buildings along the street results in fewer reflected
rays, which in turn causes smaller fading effects. The geometry
is depicted in Fig. 2: (a)dwall (wall distance) denotes the
distance between the reflected building and the lamppost, (b)
l is the width of the street, (c)ds denotes the propagation
distance, (d)θi and αi denote the incident angle and the
direct angle (the complementary angle ofθi), respectively. Our
model also includes the ground reflection (not shown in the
figure).

dwall

l

θi

αi

ds 

dwall

Fig. 2. Top-down view of outdoor propagation geometry illustrating LoS
and wall reflected paths up to the second order.

2) Link budget and antenna design:With the assumption
that the vacuum-material interface is smooth and infinite,
the perpendicular and parallel reflection coefficients can be
calculated from the corresponding Fresnel reflection formulas
[7].

For our nominal link parameters, we consider 2 Gbps QPSK
link over a distance of 200 m with 1.5 GHz bandwidth.
Without fading, for an uncoded Bit Error Rate (BER) of10−9,
the transmit power must be higher than 24 dBm, assuming
antenna directivities of 20 dBi, a link margin of 10 dB, and
a receiver noise figure of 5 dB. Rain attenuation [8] is not
considered here, as our focus is on modeling multipath fading.

Antenna Design:One possible approach to obtain a 20
dBi antenna directivity is to employ a linear array of endfire
antenna elements with40◦ horizontal beamwidth,30◦ vertical



beamwidth and half-wavelength spacing. For our numerical
results, we use the radiation pattern for a printed circuit
antenna built at UCSB [9] for each antenna element.

3) Six-ray Channel Model:Only reflected rays with rela-
tively small direct angles (see Fig. 2) contribute significantly
to the strength of the received signal. Consider the following
parameters as an example: street width (l) of 12 m, wall
distance (dwall) of 4 m, the lamp post heighthant of 5 m,
and propagation range (ds) of 200 m. Since the horizontal
beamwidth of the transmit and receive antennas is only10◦ in
our scenario, it is sufficient to consider the building reflections
upto the 2nd order, where the order is defined as the number
of reflections impinging on the wall before reception.

As a consequence, the six-ray channel model considered in
this paper includes the LoS path, the ground reflected ray, and
1st and 2nd order wall reflected rays from buildings on both
sides of the road. The complex baseband representation of the
received signal can be written as [10]

r(t) =
λ

4π

(

√
Gu(t)e−j2πds/λ

ds
(1)

+

5
∑

i=1

Ri

√
Giu(t − τi)e

−j2πdi/λ

di

)

where u(t) denotes the complex baseband transmit signal,√
G is the product of the transmit and receive antenna field

radiation patterns for the LoS path, and
√

Gi denotes the
product of such patterns along theith reflected paths,ds and
di are the length of the LoS path and theith reflected path
respectively,Ri is the product of thenet reflection coefficients
along theith path and the delay spreadτi = (di − ds)/c
denotes the difference in propagation delay between the LoS
path and theith reflected ray.

In order to focus on the effect of spatial geometry, we
assume that the transmitted signal is narrowband relative to the
channel coherence bandwidth (this would be true, for example,
for each subcarrier in an OFDM system). Thus, we use the
approximationu(t − τi) ≈ u(t), and obtain the following
expression for the received signal power:

Pr = Pt

(

λ

4π

)2∣
∣

∣

∣

√
G

ds
+

5
∑

i=1

Ri

√
Gie

−j△φi

di

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

(2)

where△φi = 2π(di − ds)/λ. Fig. 3 demonstrates that the
received signal power fluctuates drastically for large transmis-
sion ranges as a consequence of the destructive combination
of the reflected rays and the LoS ray.

4) Statistical Distribution of the Received Signal Power:
In the previous discussion, the received signal was analyzed
under the assumption of the static geometry environment,
which means that the antenna heights and wall distances are
both fixed. However, in practice, wall distances and antenna
heights inevitably vary significantly across different network
deployments. Spatial variations on the order of centimeters
are inevitable, and could contribute to significant fluctuations
of signal strength due to the small wavelength. We use the
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Fig. 4. CDF of received signal power of the SISO channel

same setting in the previous running example: the transmission
rangeds = 200m and the street widthl = 12m. In Fig. 4,
the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) of the received
signal strength are plotted as either the antenna height or wall
distance is randomly selected over the interval [5m,8m] or
[4m,20m], while the other is fixed. This figure demonstrates
that, with a relatively high probability, the received signal
power exhibits significant fades belowPr,fs (the received
power in the free space propagation).

The previous results state that the spatial diversity is essen-
tial to provide a robust link for the envisioned 60 GHz mesh
network. In the next subsection, we show that a2× 2 MIMO
system with an appropriate node geometry can be employed
for this purpose.

B. MIMO diversity

We now investigate a2 × 2 MIMO system. We utilize
Shannon capacity as a benchmark to illustrate the performance
gains relative to the SISO system, while noting that there
are significant challenges in the design of multiGigabit signal
processing architectures that would approach these capacities.
Under the same narrowband signal assumption, the spatial
channel can be expressed as:

y = Hx + w (3)
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where (1) y is the 2 × 1 received signal vector, (2)H
denotes the2 × 2 channel matrix, (3)x represents the2 × 1
transmitted signal vector and (4)w denotes the2× 1 additive
white complex Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix

Cw =

[

N1 0
0 N2

]

. The elements of the channel matrix are

calculated using ray tracing with the six ray model discussed
earlier. We find that roughly5λ separation between the two
antennas along the horizontal and vertical axes works well
(the horizontal separation provides diversity against thewall
reflections, while the vertical separation provides diversity
against the ground reflection).

1) Numerical Results:We compute the received signal
power and channel capacity for three standard strategies: wa-
terfilling [11], the use of the dominant eigenmode transmission
[10] and the Alamouti space-time code [12] in the following
discussion.

Received Signal Power:In order to quantify the perfor-
mance gain of the MIMO system, we compare the chan-
nel capacity of the MIMO system with that of free space
propagation case by defining theRelative Powerα as: C =
log2(1+αSNRfs), whereSNRfs is the corresponding SNR
with free space propagation. The Relative Power is shown
in Fig. 5, whereα1 and α2 denote the Relative Powers for
the corresponding channel with the first or second eigenmode
respectively,αalamouti represents the Relative Power using
the Alamouti code. We note that the relative powers of the
dominant eigenvalue (α1) and the Alamouti (αalamouti) are
much higher than 1 (i.e., than the power is higher than in
a nominal SISO system without multipath) under variations
of either antenna height or wall distance. Since the relative
power of the second eigenvalue (α2) is smaller than 1, a
waterfilling algorithm utilizing both channels might achieve
smaller received power relative to the dominant eigenmode or
Alamouti strategies, even though it attains a higher capacity.

Channel Capacity: The channel capacity of three MIMO
schemes is plotted as a function of wall distance and antenna
height in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. As expected, the waterfilling
scheme achieves the highest channel capacity, but it also
exhibits significant fluctuations due to variations in the eigen-
value spread. The channel capacity of the SISO system with
fading is much smaller than that of a nominal truly LoS SISO
system, but all three MIMO schemes achieve higher channel

capacity than this nominal system with high probability. Thus,
two antennas appear to suffice to handle the sparse multipath
in our propagation environment.

III. I NDOOR “L OS” SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING

We turn now to an indoor environment, where we wish to
see how far we can push the limits of spatial multiplexing
with nodes of relatively small form factors, taking advantage
of the small carrier wavelength. We begin by providing a
rough bound on the spatial degrees of freedom available to
a LoS MIMO link when array sizes are constrained to the
dimensions of typical electronic devices. We then proceed to
examine how node placement and array alignment impacts the
channel capacity of an indoor mm-wave MIMO link.

A. Limits on Spatial Multiplexing Given Array Length Con-
straints

We consider twoλ/2-spaced uniform linear arrays (ULAs).
One array has lengthlT = 1/3 m, typical of the width of a set-
top box or laptop computer, while the other array is of length
lR = 1 m, corresponding to a display. Given thatλ/2 ≈ 2.5
mm at 60 GHz, the first array hasNT = 133 elements and
the second hasNR = 400. Although these arrays contain an
impractically large number of elements, our motivation here is
to characterize the potential for spatial multiplexing in aLoS
environment given array length constraints.

To determine the spatial multiplexing capability of these ar-
rays in a purely LoS channel, we calculate the singular values
of HLoS ∈ CNR×NT , the LoS channel matrix. The(m, n)th
entry of HLoS, representing the (normalized) complex gain
from thenth transmit antenna to themth receive antenna, is
given by

hLoS(m, n) =
pLoS(1, 1)

pLoS(m, n)
e(−i 2π

λ
pLoS(m,n)) (4)

≈ e(−i 2π

λ
pLoS(m,n)) (5)

wherepLoS(m, n) is the path length between thenth transmit
antenna andmth receive antenna. The normalization constant
pLoS(1, 1), though unnecessary here, is used in later simula-
tions.

The singular values ofHLoS are calculated as the link
range varies from 0.5 m to 10 m. Broadside alignment of
the arrays is assumed throughout. At every link range, we
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observe some singular values that are orders of magnitude
larger than the rest. We take the number of such singular values
to be the spatial degrees of freedom, since they correspond
to eigenchannels over which independent data streams can
be transmitted reliably. Defining theith singular valueσi as
dominant ifσ2

i > NR, Figure 8 plots the number of dominant
singular values as a function of link range, assuming the two
arrays are aligned to the broadside of one another. We observe
at least ten dominant singular spatial degrees of freedom over
the range of interest.

B. Optimal Array Configuration

The previous section demonstrated that, given array length
constraints representative of typical electronic devices, sig-
nificant spatial multiplexing gains are possible over a LoS
channel. The arrays under consideration, however, consisted
of an impractically large number of elements. Fortunately,it
is possible to substantially reduce the number of antennas
while preserving all available degrees of freedom. In fact,
N antenna elements per array are sufficient to realize allN
degrees of freedom that are available at a given rangeR. This
is achieved by choosing the inter-antenna spacing of theN -
element ULA such thatHLoS is a (scaled) unitaryN × N
matrix. The minimum spacing that achieves this condition,
assuming broadside array alignment, is given by the Rayleigh
spacing criterion:

dT dR =
Rλ

N
(6)

where dT is the distance between adjacent transmit array
elements anddR is the distance between adjacent receive array
elements [15].

The Rayleigh spacing criterion, which maximizes the LoS
channel capacity over allN -element linear array configura-
tions, rests on three important assumptions: first, the arrays are
precisely aligned; second, the link range is fixed and known
a priori; and third, a direct LoS path between the transmitter

R

L

(x,y)

Fig. 9. Top-down view of an indoor environment illustratingLoS and single
reflection paths.

and receiver exists. These assumptions stand in oppositionto
the flexibility and convenience users have come to wireless
technologies, and in practice, these assumptions are unlikely
to hold. This motivates us to characterize the performance of a
Rayleigh-spaced array under more typical usage scenarios,i.e.
when a user places the transmitter within a room at his or her
convenience and when with the possibility of blockage exists.
Further, the effect of multipath reflections will be incorporated
into the channel model.

C. Channel Model and System Architecture

We introduce a ray tracing based channel model corre-
sponding to the simple indoor environment depicted in Fig.
9. As shown in this top-down view, a transmitter centered at
coordinates(x, y) sends data to a receiver centered on the front
wall. The received vectory ∈ CK×1 is given by

y = B(HAx + w) (7)

with channel matrixH ∈ CNR×NT , precoding matrixA ∈
CNT×K , spatial equalization matrixB ∈ CK×NR , transmitted
signal vectorx ∈ C

K×1, and additive white complex Gaussian
noise vectorw ∈ CK×1 with covarianceCw = N0IK , where
IK is the K × K identity matrix. The channel matrixH is
modeled as

H = HLoS + HR + HL (8)

whereHLoS, HR, andHL are the contributions of the LoS
path, right wall reflected path, and left wall reflected path,
respectively. Higher order reflections are disregarded in this
simulation due to the additional path loss and reflection loss
they incur, as well as the directionality of the antennas to be
considered.

HLoS is constructed as before, while the(m, n)th entries
of HR andHL are given by

hR(m, n) = Γ(θR)
pLoS(1, 1)

pR(m, n)
e(−i 2π

λ
pR(m,n)) (9)
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and

hL(m, n) = Γ(θL)
pLoS(1, 1)

pL(m, n)
e(−i 2π

λ
pL(m,n)) (10)

respectively, wherepR(m, n) (pL(m, n)) is the length of the
path from thenth transmit antenna to the point of reflection on
the right (left) wall to themth receive antenna. The angles of
incidence off the right and left walls are given byθR andθL

respectively. An expression forΓ(θ), the perpendicular Fresnel
reflection coefficient, can be found in [7].

System architecture:The inter-element spacing of the trans-
mit and receive arrays is set tod =

√

λR/N according to
the Rayleigh spacing criterion withR equal to the expected
link range andN equal to the number of array elements.
To provide the necessary directivity, we assume each of the
N elements is actually aλ/2-spacedM -antenna subarray,
which, at millimeter wavelengths, could be implemented as
a monolithic beamforming integrated circuit. This array-of-
subarrays approach provides the necessary directivity to at-
tenuate unwanted reflections when the LoS path is present.
On the other hand, if the LoS path is blocked, the subarrays
can be used to beamsteer the signal along reflected paths.
The overall number of physical antenna elements per array
is thenNT = NR = NM . The proposed system architecture
is depicted in Fig. 10 withN = 2.

Signals are transmitted along theN strongest eigenchannels
as follows. Let the singular value decomposition (SVD) ofH

be denoted byH = UΣVH, with the ordered singular values
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σK comprising the diagonal elements ofΣ.
A is then the firstN columns ofV andB is the firstN rows of
UH. The rows ofB are orthonormal, and hence the statistics of
noise termw are unaltered by the spatial equalization process.

The channel capacity is given by

C =
N

∑

i=1

log

(

1 +
Piσ

2
i

N0

)

bits/s/Hz (11)

Pi is the water-filling power allocation for theith channel
given by Pi =

(

µ − N0/σ2
i

)+
, whereµ is chosen to satisfy

total power constraint
∑

i Pi = P anda+ is max(a, 0).

D. Numerical Results

We now compute the channel capacity assuming the pro-
posed architecture operates in the environment depicted inFig.
9. For simplicity, we assume two subarrays per node. The
subarrays are separated byd = 0.1 m, which satisfies (6), the

Fig. 11. Plot of channel capacity as a function of transmitter position.

Rayleigh spacing criterion, at link rangeR = 4 m. We assume
each subarray consists ofM = 5 half-wavelength spaced
antenna elements.P/N0 is 10 dB. The dimensions of the room
are 8 m by 8 m. The reflection coefficient is computed using a
complex dielectric constant ofǫ = ǫr − jσλ, whereǫr = 4.44
and σ = 0.001 are chosen as suitable parameters to model
plasterboard walls [14]. The receiver is centered at coordinates
(4, 0) m and the capacity is calculated when the transmitter
is centered at coordinates(x, y) with 0 m < x, y < 8 m. The
transmit array is parallel with the front wall, unless otherwise
noted.

Fig. 11 plots the channel capacity as a function of the
transmitter coordinates. We first observe that spatial multi-
plexing gains boost the channel capacity throughout most
of the room. Fluctuations running parallel to the side wall
are a result of constructive and destructive interference of
the reflected signal with the LoS signal. The reflected signal
components, however, are weaker than the LoS channel com-
ponent and these variations in capacity are relatively small.
More significant fluctuations occur when the transmitter and
receiver are brought within a close proximity of one another,
which appear as a series of light and dark rings. These dips
in capacity indicate an ill-conditioned channel. The receive
array responses to the two transmit elements become highly
correlated and spatial multiplexing gain is lost. This effect
can be mitigated by adding more elements (subarrays) to the
receive array [2].

We model blockage by excluding the LoS component from
the composite channel matrix, i.e.H = HL + HR. The
transmitter and receiver beamsteer towards one (or both)
reflected paths. Fig. 12 plots the capacity of the non-line-of-
sight (NLoS) channel. The transmit power has been increased
by 10 dB to offset the additional path and reflection losses.
We observe that the channel capacity remains consistently high
when the transmitter is placed in the back half of the room
(4 m < y < 8 m). When the transmitter is placed in the



Fig. 12. Plot of channel capacity as a function of transmitter position when
the LoS path is unavailable. Transmit power has been increased by 10 dB to
offset reflection losses.
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front half of the room, however, the link is subject to ripple-
like fluctuations in capacity that run roughly parallel to the
front wall. In this case, relay nodes [16] may be useful in
maintaining data throughput in the absence of a LoS path.

Fig. 13 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the capacity assuming the transmitter coordinates(x, y) are
chosen at random. Several transmitter alignment scenariosare
considered. In the first case, the transmit array points to the
center of the receive array. This provides the best performance
on average when the LoS path is unobstructed. When the
LoS path is blocked, however, the near side wall often lies
behind the array, and it must reflect its signal of the far side
wall instead. In the second case, the transmitter is parallel
with the front wall. This results in a slight decrease in LoS

capacity, but provides improved performance in the non-LoS
scenario because the transmitter can always reflect a signal
off either side wall. In the third case, the transmit direction
is a uniform random variable chosen in the range[−90◦, 90◦]
with the two extreme values corresponding to the transmitter
pointing to the left and right walls, respectively. In the last
case, the transmitter points to (and is parallel with) the farthest
side wall. It is observed that when the LoS path is blocked, the
average channel capacity is highly sensitive to array alignment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The two case studies here demonstrate that the propagation
geometry at 60 GHz is very different from those at lower
carrier frequencies. The space-time channel is well modeled
by a small number of rays, so that ray tracing becomes a very
effective tool. Fading is still a problem, since the channelis
extremely sensitive to small changes in the environment. Our
capacity computations show that multiGigabit rates are indeed
possible by using channel bandwidths of the order of a GHz;
in indoor environments, spatial multiplexing makes it possible,
in principle, to reach 10 Gbps speeds on a 1 GHz channel. The
challenge now is to realize such links, and to build effective
networks based on these links. This involves answering a host
of interrelated questions. How should antennas be placed on
nodes for beamsteering and spatial multiplexing? How should
signals be routed to and from these antennas (sending 60
GHz signals over “large” distances–relative to the wavelength–
is too lossy)? How should spatial signal processing be done
(at RF or baseband or a blend thereof)? How do we han-
dle the bottleneck of analog-to-digital conversion (ADC) at
multiGigabit rates (high-speed, high-precision ADC is costly
and power-hungry [13])? How do adaptive mechanisms at the
physical, medium access control, and routing layers interact,
taking into account factors such as deafness, the overhead and
efficacy of beamsteering, diversity at the node and link levels,
and tradeoffs between spatial multiplexing and space division
multiplexing? In short, a significant new effort in cross-layer
design, starting from the physical geometry of the nodes and
working up to the network layer, is required to truly exploit
the potential of 60 GHz communication.
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